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Extended Abstract
Definingintentions, as well as relating intentions to other
componentsof the mental state of an agent, has been a
topic of active research. Nevertheless,whenone looks for
foundationson whichto base implementationsof societies
of agents, all the modelsof intention that have been
presented so far have serious drawbacks: they adopt
idealistic assumptions,
like for instance,that agentsbelieve
all logic consequences
of their beliefs, they do not give a
clue on wheredo goals or intentions comefrom; and. they
do not address the problemof revising intentions or goals
during a communication
process.
In this paper, wedefenda modelof goals andintentions,
basedon deductivestructures, and an integrated framework
for revising them, that can and has been adopted as a
specifiemlonfor designingandbuildingupartificial agents.
The goals of an agent are chosen from amonga set of
formulas that represent desires of the agent, or goal
hypotheses, that maybe contradictory. The agent will
choosea subset of preferrednon-contradictory
desires, that
mast also be non-contradictorywith its beliefs. Thegoal
modelmakesexplicit the prefexencesamongdesires as wed
as the special inferencerulestheagentusesto derivegoals,
besidesthe rules it uses for beliefs. Aset of goal formulas
is said to be contradictory
if the agentis able to derivefalse
frumthat set.
Agents also manipulate belief formulas about the
possibility of decomposing
a goal into a set of subgoals.
Suchformulas maybe included initially in their set of
belief hypothesesor agents maycometo believe themas a
result of applyinginfereucerules to beliefs aboutactions.
The considerations that led us to our definition of
intention were basedon the argumentsof Bratmanover the
functionalityof intentions andtheir relation with the goals
and beliefs of the agent, but were also based on the
assumptionthat agents havelimited reasoningcapabilities

and should therefore avoid planning in detail before
committingthemselvesto a goal.
Intentions are basic goals and, therefore, noncontradictory(not necessarilyconsistent with the agent’s
beliefs, but only believed to be compatiblewith them). An
agent must also be able to establish ways to satisfy
intentions. Weimposea restriction on intentions that, on
one side, forces the agent to sketch a plan to satisfy an
intention, andon the other side, doesnot force it to detail
that plan nor commitsit to followthat plan in the future
underall cond’m’ons.Withthat aim, wedefine satisfiable
goalsandrestrict intentionsto beingsatisfiable goals.
The goals and intentions of an agent maychangeas a
consequenceof the executionof plans and actions, as wed
as of communication
withother agents. Sucha changeis
specified in our modelby a function called assimilation
that definesthe revision of goals of the agent, in termsof
changesin the correspondingdeductivestructures, as a
result of the reception of a messageor executionof an
action. This functionis not defineddirectly in an explicit
form,in an agentmodel,but it is indirectly definedthrough
the specifr, ation of generalrevisionprinciples,that all the
agents in a society must conformto, and through the
indicationof an orderedlist of heuristic criteria, that may
be different for different agents and that determinethe
attitude of an agenttowardthe others. Thelist of adopted
heuristic criteria can be consideredas definingthe agent’s
"personality".
The developmentof our modelhas guided the parallel
developmentof a workbench,and experimentation with
earlier versions of the workbenchhas in turn provided
guidance for the refinement and extension of the
conceptualmodel.Weargue that research for theoretical
foundations of multiagent systemsmustopen the wayfor
such walks, forth towards implementationsand back, in
orderto lead up to realistic models..
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